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      TEASER 
 
EXT. STREET - DAY
 
ARIANA ARIES, a peppy young girl with jet black hair, walks 
with TAMMY TAURUS, whose long green dress is covered in 
flowers.
 

ARIANA ARIES
The Miles Hart concert is coming 
up. We need to make a plan to get 
backstage to meet him. 

 
TAMMY TAURUS

How are we going to do that, 
Ariana?

 
ARIANA ARIES

Well, um, the details aren’t 
important. We’ll figure something 
out. We have to, Tammy! 

 
A mysterious HAND comes from around the corner and SMACKS a 
flyer onto a nearby wall.
 

ARIANA ARIES
Huh?

 
The hand zips away as Ariana turns her attention to the flyer.
 

TAMMY TAURUS
I know you’re Miles’ number one 
fan, but this is crazy even for 
you.

 
Tammy keeps walking as Ariana stops to read the flyer. 
 

ARIANA ARIES
(to herself)

What’s this? Astrology Club? 
Sounds fun. I wonder what sign 
Miles Hart is.

 
HEARTS float from Ariana as she hugs the flyer and sighs with 
reverie, now lost in thought.
 
CUT TO: Tammy realizes she’s walking alone.
 

TAMMY TAURUS
Ariana? 
 (to herself)
Great, I lost her - again!

 
BACK TO: 
 



Ariana lost in thought. A strong beam of sunlight FLASHES in 
the sky. Ariana squints and protects her eyes with the flyer.
 

ARIANA ARIES
Whoa, who turned up the heat?

 
The sky turns orange. A dark MOON suddenly appears, bigger than 
any full moon you’ve ever seen. 
 

ARIANA ARIES
Why’s the moon out already? It’s 
way too early for that. 

 
SCREAMS echo from the background. Ariana looks around. 
 

EXT. ALLEY - CONTINUOUS
 
Ariana peeks around a corner to see what’s up.
 
Suddenly, her feet fly out from underneath her. She drops the 
flyer and floats upside down.
 

ARIANA ARIES
Ah!

 
Ariana fights against a WARPED pocket of atmosphere. 
 
She flips around in the air several times, and then hurtles 
into a pile of garbage. Pieces of trash float up around her. 
 
Ariana looks up and sees MISS SUNNY, a commanding woman wearing 
a fiery dress, standing in the alleyway. 
 
A shaft of LIGHT beams out from Miss Sunny’s hands up into the 
sky. She pushes the low-hanging dark moon with all her might.
 
Moon ROCKS rain down on Miss Sunny. Direct hit! Sunny smashes 
into a nearby building. 
 
Another pocket of atmosphere wrinkles. A nearby CAR floats up 
and flips over, hanging in the balance. 
 
Miss Sunny pushes the moon rock off. More rocks rain down on 
her, but she leaps up and uses them as stepping stones to get 
higher. 
 
She throws another powerful light beam into the sky. She grits 
her teeth and gives it all she’s got.
 

MISS SUNNY
Ahhhhhhhhh!
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Miss Sunny pushes the moon with her light beam. The moon moves 
back and disappears from the skyline. Miss Sunny falls down to 
the ground, exhausted.
 
Clouds float away, and the sky turns blue again. The floating 
car SMASHES down to the ground. 
 
The floating trash surrounding Ariana falls back down too. A 
banana peel splats onto her head.
 

ARIANA ARIES
Ew, gross. 

 
Miss Sunny collapses into the street, exhausted. She looks 
around, checking for any vulnerabilities. No one’s around 
except Ariana, who hides behind trash so as not to be seen.
 
Miss Sunny picks herself up and stumbles into a circular stone 
building nearby.
 
Ariana stands and shakes the trash away. She picks up the 
“Astrology Club” flyer back with a look of determination and 
follows Miss Sunny.
 
A pocket of atmosphere WARPS. Pieces of trash rise up and hover 
just above ground. The battle has only just begun...
 

 END TEASER 
 
THEME SONG INTRO
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      ACT ONE
 
INT. ASTROLOGY CLUB - MOMENTS LATER
 
Miss Sunny stumbles into the middle of a circular hall. From a 
bird’s eye view, the room is the dial of the zodiac with twelve 
empty seats around the circumference. 
 
KNOCK. KNOCK. The large doors open, and Ariana walks in. She 
looks at Miss Sunny with intrigue and admiration.
 

ARIANA ARIES
Hi! Are you okay?

 
Miss Sunny stands with great effort and wipes sweat from her 
brow.
 

MISS SUNNY
Why do you ask, my dear? Why have 
you come?

 
ARIANA ARIES

I... Is this the Astrology Club? I 
saw an ad, and I wanna join. Maybe 
in a leadership role? 

 
Ariana gives a million dollar smile. 
 

MISS SUNNY
Aries...

 
ARIANA ARIES

My name’s Ariana.  
 

MISS SUNNY
I’ve been expecting you. Please, 
come in.

 
Ariana looks around as she enters the empty, cavernous hall.
 

ARIANA ARIES
(to Sunny)

Am I the only member so far? 
(to herself)

Get in early, build it from the 
ground up.

(to Sunny)
Hey, can I be the President of the 
club? I’ve got lots of ideas for 
how to make it sooooo cool!

 
Miss Sunny laughs.
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MISS SUNNY
I assure you, the others are on 
their way. I’ll lead the team for 
now if you don’t mind.

 
ARIANA ARIES

I guess so. Who are you? What just 
happened and how did you --

 
MISS SUNNY

I’m Miss Sunny and I have a lot to 
teach you. Most things you already 
know, but you’ve forgotten.

 
ARIANA ARIES

Okay..?
 
Miss Sunny ushers Ariana over to the first seat in the zodiac 
circle. 
 
As Ariana sits, a red GLOW ring emanates. Her eyes light up 
with a flash of FIRE, and she smiles enthusiastically.
 

ARIANA ARIES
I am!

 
The glow dissipates. 
 

ARIANA ARIES
Whoa, what does it mean? I... I 
sort of remember, but it’s all a 
little hazy.

 
MISS SUNNY

I have a present for you.
 

ARIANA ARIES
Awesome! I love presents.

 
Miss Sunny hands Ariana a golden compass with an “Aries symbol” 
on the lid. 
 
Ariana examines it with admiration.
 

ARIANA ARIES
O-M-goodness, I love it!

(beat)
What is it?

 
MISS SUNNY

It’s a Zodiascope. It will always 
keep you on course. 
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TAMMY TAURUS (O.S.)
There you are, Ariana. I had a 
weird feeling I’d find you in 
here.

 
Tammy runs over to join them.
 

ARIANA ARIES
I’m so glad you’re here, Tammy. I 
found this super cool Astrology 
Club. Wanna join?

 
TAMMY TAURUS

Maybe. Tell me more. 
(points to Zodiascope)

Hey, cool compass! 
 

MISS SUNNY
(to Tammy)

I have one for you too, Taurus.
 
Miss Sunny leads Tammy to the second seat in the zodiac circle. 
 

TAMMY TAURUS
My name’s not Taurus, I’m Tammy.

(whispers to Ariana)
She’s quick to give nicknames, 
huh?

 
Miss Sunny smiles and hands Tammy a compass with a “Taurus 
symbol” on the lid.
 
Tammy’s eyes grow wide with excitement as she takes the compass 
and holds it to her heart. 
 

TAMMY TAURUS
Thanks! It’s beautiful. 

 
A ring of green GLOW emanates from Tammy. A VINE grows within 
the pupils of her eyes. She gasps. 
 

TAMMY TAURUS
I have!

 
Miss Sunny smiles.
 

TAMMY TAURUS
I remember...

 
ARIANA ARIES

But it’s a little hazy, right? You 
wanna join so we can find out 
more? 
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TAMMY TAURUS
Sure, let’s do it.

 
ARIANA ARIES

(whispers to Tammy)
She might make me President.

 
MISS SUNNY

I’d love to stay and chat, but 
we’ve got to go! 

 
TAMMY TAURUS

Where are we going? I just got 
here. 

(motions around)
I wanna check out the digs.

 
MISS SUNNY

I have an important mission for 
you girls.

 
ARIANA ARIES

A mission? Exciting!
 
Tammy bites a fingernail.
 

TAMMY TAURUS
Let’s stay here and get to know 
each other better. 

(to herself)
This is moving so fast. 

 
Ariana runs around the zodiac circle with her arms widespread. 
 

ARIANA ARIES
I’d never pass up a mission, even 
if I don’t know anything about it.

 
TAMMY TAURUS

I need deets! Where’s everyone 
else from the club?

 
MISS SUNNY

There’s no time to wait for the 
others. We’ve got to go.

 
ARIANA ARIES

I have no idea what you’re talking 
about, but I’m in!

 
TAMMY TAURUS

Wait --
 
Miss Sunny pulls out her own compass. There’s a “Sun symbol” on 
the lid. She presses it, and they magically ZAP away.
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EXT. FARM - DAY
 
Miss Sunny, Ariana, and Tammy reappear in front of a barn. 
CHICKENS hover just above the ground.
 

CHICKENS
Bawk, bawk, bawk!

 
One chicken pecks with its neck, thrusting itself through the 
air toward a cluster of floating seeds. 
 

ARIANA ARIES
What kind of kooky farm is this?

 
TAMMY TAURUS

Hold up! How’d we get here? I 
liked where we were. A stone 
building is a nice, safe place to 
never leave. If it has a bathroom.

 
MISS SUNNY

As you can see, gravity is 
shifting. I can’t keep things in 
orbit by myself. I need your help. 
If you don’t find a solution, the 
whole town will float away! 

 
TAMMY TAURUS

What can we do about it?
 
Miss Sunny looks into Tammy’s eyes. 
 

MISS SUNNY
You are the stars, my dear. Look 
up and within. You’ll find a way.

 
Sunny smiles. She taps her compass and ZAPS away, leaving 
Ariana and Tammy alone on the farm. 
 

TAMMY TAURUS
Where’d she go? What’s going on? I 
can’t deal with this much change 
at once!

 
Tammy curls into a little ball and rocks herself gently. 
 
Ariana grabs Tammy’s shoulders and shakes her. 
 

ARIANA ARIES
Get a grip, girl! 
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EXT. ASTROLOGY CLUB - DAY
 
The “Astrology Club” flyer magically reappears on the wall of 
the circular stone building as CANDY CANCER, with long wavy 
hair, walks by. She notices and pulls it down.
 

CANDY CANCER
(reads aloud)

Do you feel a magical pull from 
the stars above? Are you looking 
for your place in the Universe? 
Join the Astrology Club to learn  
who you really are.

 
Candy smiles. 
 

CANDY CANCER
This feels perfect for me.

 
COLIN, Candy’s brother, walks up behind her. 
 

COLIN
There you are. Mom’s looking for 
you. What’s that?

 
Colin yanks the flyer from her hands and laughs.
 

COLIN
Astrology Club? Lame.

 
Candy takes the flyer back.
 

CANDY CANCER
Hey, I supported you when you 
wanted to join the glee club. 

 
COLIN

Only if I let you pick the songs I 
sing! 

 
CANDY CANCER

I’m not controlling, I’m just 
better at curating playlists.

 
COLIN

And I do have a killer voice. 
 
Colin clears his throat to sing.
 

CANDY CANCER
I haven’t seen the new set list in 
a while. I should give it a 
glance. 

 
Colin rolls his eyes.
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COLIN
Fine, but you can’t join a club, 
Candy. You’d have to make new 
friends.

 
Candy looks at the flyer with reservation.
 

CANDY CANCER
I like friends...

 
COLIN

You like the friends you already 
have. New people aren’t exactly 
your jam. Come on, let’s go.

 
Colin walks away. Candy looks at the flyer, then at the 
Astrology building, then back at the flyer. She tucks it away 
and follows her brother.
 
Candy doesn’t notice the SQUIRREL behind her running in place 
in mid-air. GRAVITY is shifting...
 

      END ACT ONE
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      ACT TWO
 
EXT. FARM - MOMENTS LATER
 
Ariana runs around the farm trying to catch one of the floating 
chickens.
 

ARIANA ARIES
Tammy, help me catch these crazy 
birds.

 
Ariana jumps onto the chicken. Its eyes bulge as they float in 
mid-air for a beat. They fall to the ground.
 

CHICKEN
Bawk! 

 
Tammy lies with her ear to the ground. 
 

ARIANA ARIES
What are you doing?

 
TAMMY TAURUS

Shhhh. I’m... listening.
 

ARIANA ARIES
For what?

 
TAMMY TAURUS

(beat)
I don’t know.

 
Tammy sits up. Ariana grabs another chicken and ties the two 
together with rope. 
 

TAMMY TAURUS
How could Miss Sunny throw us into 
this crazy mess? How would we know 
what to do? Maybe I’m not cut out 
for this club. 

 
ARIANA ARIES

Here’s what we’re going to do. 
We’ll wrangle the chickens 
together and tie them to the 
fence. Job done. 

 
One of the chickens gets out of Ariana’s grasp. Its eyes bulge 
when she grabs it back.
 

CHICKEN
Bawk!
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TAMMY TAURUS
Sunny said the whole town will 
float away if we don’t fix this. I 
think it’s bigger than the 
chickens, Ariana.

 
Ariana runs around trying to catch another floating chicken.
 

ARIANA ARIES
Grab some rope, will you? 

 
TAMMY TAURUS

I don’t think --
 
Ariana jumps on a chicken, but misses. She braces for impact, 
but instead of hitting the ground, she hovers. 
 

ARIANA ARIES
It’s getting worse. Stop standing 
around and help me!

 
TAMMY TAURUS

(mumbles)
Who made you the boss?

 
ARIANA ARIES

What was that?
 

TAMMY TAURUS
(sighs)

Nothing.
 
Tammy reluctantly grabs rope and joins in Ariana’s scheme.
 

INT. CANDY CANCER’S BEDROOM - DAY
 
Candy lies on her bed staring at the Astrology Club flyer. Her 
body slowly starts to hover. GRAVITY is losing its grip on the 
town!
 

CANDY CANCER
What the?

 
Candy grabs her headboard to maintain her balance. She watches 
as the Astrology Club flyer slowly floats away.
 

EXT. FARM - MOMENTS LATER
 
Ariana and Tammy are tangled up in the rope with the chickens, 
hovering in air. 
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ARIANA ARIES
Tammy, you’re not doing it right. 
You’ve got to move the rope 
clockwise. Or wait, is it 
counterclockwise?

 
TAMMY TAURUS

Maybe don’t give orders if you 
don’t know what you’re talking 
about.

 
Ariana, Tammy, and the chickens float further up as GRAVITY 
significantly decreases. 
 

TAMMY TAURUS
Oh no! It’s getting worse. What 
are we going to do?

 
ARIANA ARIES

Quick Tammy, grab onto the fence! 
 
Tammy reaches her hand out, but misses as they float past a 
white picket fence. 
 

TAMMY TAURUS
I can’t reach it. 

 
ARIANA ARIES

Untie the rope clockwise and then 
tie us to something. Nothing too 
tall, we need to get our feet back 
on the ground.

 
Tammy tries to keep up with Ariana’s commands, but the rope 
gets tighter on Tammy’s hands. 
 

ARIANA ARIES
I said clockwise!

 
TAMMY TAURUS

Be quiet!
 
Ariana balks.
 

ARIANA ARIES
Excuse me?

 
TAMMY TAURUS

First you ditch me. Then you lure 
me into this wierd club. And now 
all you’ve done is tell me what to 
do! You didn’t ask my opinion at 
all. I don’t want a friend like 
that. 
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ARIANA ARIES
Well, excuse me. No once forced 
you to join... At least I have 
some ideas. You’d still be curled 
up in a ball if it weren’t for me.

 
Ariana and Tammy argue in unison. The chickens BAWK back and 
forth, drowning them out. 
 

EXT. CANDY’S HOUSE - DAY
 
Candy floats out the front door with the Astrology Club flyer 
in hand. 
 

CANDY CANCER
(calls out)

Gotta go! I’ll be back by dinner. 
 
She pushes herself off the porch banister and floats away.
 

EXT. STREET - CONTINUOUS
 
Candy floats past an OLD MAN walking his DOG. The dog runs in 
place, treading air. 
 

OLD MAN
Slow down, Tiger. My knees aren’t 
what they used to be.

 
The old man attempts to run, but his legs slide out from 
underneath him. He hangs upside down. The dog licks his face.
 

OLD MAN
Mmmm, tastes like beef jerky!

 
CANDY CANCER

Don’t worry, Mister Jones. I’m 
gonna figure out what’s going on.

 
Candy pushes off a stop sign to propel down the street. 
 

EXT. FARM - MOMENTS LATER
 

CHICKENS
Bawk, bawk, bawk!

 
Ariana, Tammy, and their gaggle of chickens float higher. 
Ariana grabs two beaks to stop the clucking. They finally quiet 
down.
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ARIANA ARIES
Tammy, I’m sorry I was telling you 
what to do. I was just excited to 
be on a mission. But we need to 
work together. If we don’t fix 
this soon, the whole town will 
float away!

 
TAMMY TAURUS

Apology accepted. It’s easy to get 
wrapped up in all this madness. 

 
CHICKEN

Bawk, bawk!
 
The girls laugh.
 

TAMMY TAURUS
Promise not to do it again?

 
ARIANA ARIES

Like ever?!
 

TAMMY TAURUS
Ariana! 

 
ARIANA ARIES

... I promise I will try. 
 

TAMMY TAURUS
Fair enough.

 
ARIANA ARIES

So what should we do? Now’s a good 
time to share those great ideas of 
yours.

 
Tammy opens her mouth to speak, but then hesitates.
 

TAMMY TAURUS
Well... I... I don’t actually have 
any ideas. 

 
ARIANA ARIES

Oh no!
 

TAMMY TAURUS
This isn’t so bad. I could get 
used to living in zero gravity. I 
could be an Olympic air swimmer.

 
Tammy swims through the air with her arms. 
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ARIANA ARIES
Tammy! We’ve got to do something, 
and fast!

 
TAMMY TAURUS

I don’t have a clue. We can go 
back to you shouting commands, I 
guess.

 
ARIANA ARIES

No, that wasn’t working either. We 
need to come up with a solution 
together.

 
Tammy smiles.
 

TAMMY TAURUS
Miss Sunny said we have to look up 
and within.

 
ARIANA ARIES

How do we do that?
 
A chicken pecks its beak into Tammy’s cheek. 
 

TAMMY TAURUS
(to chicken)

Ouch! Stop pecking at me.
 

ARIANA ARIES
I wasn’t bossing!

(to herself)
Geez, she’s so sensitive.

 
TAMMY TAURUS

Not you...
 
Tammy untangles the rope and frees herself from the chickens. 
The chickens float above them, freeing Ariana as well.
 

ARIANA ARIES
Ah, that’s better. 

 
One of the chicken poops on Ariana. Her face falls deadpan.
 
Tammy pulls out her compass and opens it. A HOLOGRAM appears, 
showing the current orbits of the planets and stars above them. 
 
Ariana wipes her hair and looks at her compass too.
 

TAMMY TAURUS
What’s this?

 
Tammy touches a MOON that wobbles in a weird alignment in the 
hologram. It glows, highlighted by Tammy’s touch.
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ARIANA ARIES
That looks wrong. Maybe it’s out 
of place, and if we put it back, 
gravity will go back to normal?

 
TAMMY TAURUS

Great idea! How do we move a moon?
 

ARIANA ARIES
We are the stars!

 
Ariana closes her compass and taps the Aries symbol on the lid. 
She ZAPS away. Tammy taps her compass and disappears too.
 

EXT. OUTER SPACE - CONTINUOUS
 
Ariana and Tammy ZAP into outer space. They look like specks of 
dust in front of a large dark MOON that wobbles.
 

TAMMY TAURUS
Whoa! Where are we? The farm was 
safe. Let’s go back there.

 
Tammy hyperventilates. Ariana grabs her hand for support.
 

ARIANA ARIES
I’m freaking too, Tammy. But we 
gotta fix this moon. It’s moving 
all funky.

 
TAMMY TAURUS

This moon is huge! How do we fix 
it? I can’t deal...

 
Ariana grimaces, unsure what to do next.
 
The moon lifts its “head” to reveal DARK MOON LILITH, a witchy 
woman with a moon-like face. In this form, she’s just a little 
taller than the girls. 
 

ARIANA ARIES
(to Dark Moon Lilith)

Hey, who are you? Did you mess 
with our gravity? 

 
Lilith laughs. 
 

DARK MOON LILITH
Isn’t it wacky and wonderful?

 
TAMMY TAURUS

Wacky, yes. Wonderful? Not so 
much. 

 (MORE)
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TAMMY TAURUS (CONT’D)
I like my feet planted on the 
ground, thank you very much.

 
DARK MOON LILITH

I’m sorry Astrologals, but I’m 
here to shake things up. No more 
status quo. I, the Dark Moon 
Lilith, am here to wreck havoc on 
the boring balance of the Universe 
that keeps us stagnant and in 
place.

 
ARIANA ARIES

(to Lilith)
The honeymoon’s over, moon lady. 
I’m going to need you to get back 
in alignment. Okay?

 
Lilith’s smile turns wicked.
 

DARK MOON LILITH
Why don’t you make me?

 
Tammy hides behind Ariana.
 

TAMMY TAURUS
(to Ariana)

Go on, fearless leader. 
 
Ariana rolls her eyes at Tammy then scans the scene for a 
solution. 
 

ARIANA ARIES
Um... hmmmmm...

 
She recalls Miss Sunny’s earlier words.
 

MISS SUNNY (V.O.)
Most things you already know, but 
you’ve forgotten.

 
ARIANA ARIES

(to herself)
I remember, but it’s hazy...

 
MISS SUNNY (V.O.)

You are the stars. Look up and 
within...

 
Ariana looks down at her compass and holds it to her chest. She 
closes her eyes and takes a deep breath. A red GLOW ring 
emanates from her. 
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ARIANA ARIES
I remember...

 
Ariana opens her fiery eyes with intent and strikes a battle 
stance. 
 

ARIANA ARIES
I am Aries! I’m the fuse and the 
dynamite. 

 
Ariana grunts and pushes her hands forward with all her might. 
An epic FIREBALL shoots out and hits Lilith.
 

DARK MOON LILITH
Ah!

 
Ariana beams with excitement.
 

ARIANA ARIES
O-M-goodness, it worked!

 
TAMMY TAURUS

Whoa, did that just come from you? 
Awesome!

 
ARIANA ARIES

Crazy cool. I can’t believe it!
 
Ariana shoots more fireballs at Lilith. The moon witch moves 
back to avoid them.
 

TAMMY TAURUS
I wonder what I can do.

 
Tammy takes a deep breath. She clutches her compass with eyes 
closed. A VINE slowly grows from her sleeve. A green GLOW ring 
emanates. 
 

TAMMY TAURUS
I remember. I am Taurus and I 
have!

 
Tammy grips the vine and whips it into a lasso.
 

TAMMY TAURUS
Hey Ariana, isn’t this moon 
supposed to be eclipsed? Let’s put 
her back in her place.

 
Ariana smiles at Tammy.
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ARIANA ARIES
Jupiter’s in retrograde so we’re 
going to have to make our own luck   
this season.

 
TAMMY TAURUS

Sounds like you remember more than 
me. I’ll follow your lead.

 
The girls nod to each other. Ariana shoots fireballs at Lilith 
from one side. Tammy swings and throws her lasso over the moon 
witch, capturing her.
 

DARK MOON LILITH
Aries, become the true leader you 
were destined to be. Come to my 
side and lead my Lunar Army to 
victory!

 
Ariana is taken aback by Lilith’s offer. She looks at Tammy 
then back at Lilith then back at Tammy.
 
In Ariana’s moment of hesitation, the moon witch opens her 
mouth and spews out moon rocks that pummel Tammy. 
 

TAMMY TAURUS
Ow! Ariana, help! 

 
 
 

      END ACT TWO
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      ACT THREE
 
INT. ASTROLOGY CLUB - CONTINUOUS
 
Candy Cancer floats into the cavernous hall. 
 

CANDY CANCER
Hello? Anyone here?

 
A bright ORB shines in the middle of the zodiac dial, burning 
brightly. 
 
Candy’s eyes grow wide with awe.
 

CANDY CANCER
What the heck’s going on around 
here?

 

EXT. OUTER SPACE - CONTINUOUS
 
Dark Moon Lilith spews space rocks at Tammy, who ducks for 
cover under a shield made from her vines.
 

DARK MOON LILITH
(to Ariana)

Join my Lunar Army, Aries. Help me 
take Miss Sunny down!

 
TAMMY TAURUS

Don’t listen to her, Ariana!
 
Ariana sees the anguish on Tammy’s face.
 

ARIANA ARIES
(to Dark Moon Lilith)

I can’t help you, moon chick. I 
made a promise to a friend to be 
more of a team player. 

 
Tammy smiles.
 

TAMMY TAURUS
Your tricks won’t work on us, 
Lilith. Get back in line!

 
DARK MOON LILITH

Foolish Aries. You chose the 
losing team!

 
Dark Moon Lilith taunts Ariana and Tammy, orbiting in tight 
circles around them both while pummeling them with moon rocks.
 

ARIANA ARIES
Ah! She’s making me dizzy. 
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TAMMY TAURUS
Deep breaths. We’re in it 
together.

 
The girls hold hands. Ariana nods and breathes. 
 

ARIANA ARIES
I know I made the right choice. 
And I always choose the winning 
team.

 
TAMMY TAURUS

Time to turn up the heat. Stop her 
in her tracks. Then I’ll hogtie 
her, and we’ll drag her back into 
alignment together. Okay?

 
ARIANA ARIES

Okay!
 
Ariana concentrates and manifests a dozen fireballs. She 
juggles and then unleashes them one by one. 
 
One fireball breaks up the moon rocks. The rest explode on all 
sides of Lilith, stopping her from orbiting around them.
 

DARK MOON LILITH
Ouch! That really hurt.

 
Tammy grows a new vine and lassos Lilith on the first try. The 
girls both pull onto the vine, dragging Dark Moon Lilith.
 

DARK MOON LILITH
Yes! Take me further afield.

 
Lilith laughs maniacally as she wobbles out of control. Unseen  
forces pull Ariana and Tammy into two different directions. The 
space around them squishes and stretches.
 

TAMMY TAURUS
No!

 

INT. ASTROLOGY CLUB - CONTINUOUS
 
As Candy swims through the air toward the burning orb, she is 
pulled up to the ceiling  - a consequence of the battle 
currently raging in space.
 

CANDY CANCER
Ah!
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EXT. OUTER SPACE - CONTINUOUS
 
Ariana reaches her hand out to grab Tammy, but the unseen 
forces keep them apart.
 

ARIANA ARIES
(yells)

This feels wrong. Let’s pull her 
the other way to find a better 
alignment.

 
Ariana grits her teeth and throws fireballs to propel herself 
back to Tammy. They lock hands.
 
Ariana grabs onto Tammy’s vine, and together they pull Lilith 
in the opposite direction, back toward her rightful orbit. 
 
Ariana and Tammy pull with all their strength.
 

TAMMY TAURUS
We are... the stars!

 
They toss the Dark Moon witch out into space. Like a magnet, 
Lilith locks into place. She struggles to get out, stuck in 
Earth’s orbit.
 

DARK MOON LILITH
You haven’t seen the last of me, 
Astrologals!

 
The forces around the girls settle. 
 

ARIANA ARIES
Alright! We did it!

 
TAMMY TAURUS

We make a great team. Sorry I 
yelled at you for taking the lead 
earlier.

 
ARIANA ARIES

No, I’m sorry. Those chickens were 
driving me bawk-ers.

 
The girls laugh. 
 

TAMMY TAURUS
We better go check on them.

 
They click their compasses and ZAP away.
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EXT. FARM - DAY
 
Ariana and Tammy ZAP in. No chickens to be found.
 

ARIANA ARIES
Where’d they go?

 
CHICKEN

Bawk!
 
The girls look up just in time to see a gaggle of chickens 
falling from the sky. They all land in a pile, feathers flying 
everywhere. The chickens bawk, and the girls laugh.
 

EXT. OUTER SPACE - MOMENTS LATER
 
Dark Moon Lilith orbits peacefully toward Miss Sunny, both 
taking the shape of their respective celestial bodies.
 

MISS SUNNY
(to Lilith)

Not bad for their first mission, 
huh?

 
DARK MOON LILITH

The Astrologals have a lot to 
learn if they’re going to stop all 
the mischief I have planned. 

 
MISS SUNNY

You don’t have to do this. What 
are you trying to prove?

 
DARK MOON LILITH

There’s no growth without tension.  
Are you afraid you’ll lose?

 
MISS SUNNY

Ha! Game on!
 
Miss Sunny enflames.
 

INT. ASTROLOGY CLUB - MOMENTS LATER
 
The bright ORB shining in the middle of the zodiac dial dulls 
to reveal Miss Sunny in her human form. 
 
Candy peels herself off the ground and stares at Sunny with 
wide eyes, mouth agape.
 

CANDY CANCER
Who are you? 

 (MORE)
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CANDY CANCER (CONT’D)
What kind of club are you running 
here?

 
MISS SUNNY

I’m Miss Sunny and I have a lot to 
teach you. Most things you already 
know, but you’ve forgotten.

 
Ariana and Tammy ZAP in, laughing. 
 

ARIANA ARIES
O-M-goodness Miss Sunny, that 
mission was lit!

 
MISS SUNNY

Do you remember who you are now?
 
Ariana and Tammy smile knowingly at each other and take their 
seats in the zodiac dial.
 

ARIANA ARIES
I am Aries.

 
TAMMY TAURUS

I am Taurus. 
 
Miss Sunny shows curious Candy to her seat and hands her a 
compass with the “Cancer symbol” on the lid.
 

CANDY CANCER
Who am I?

 
MISS SUNNY

Press the Zodiascope to find out.
 
Candy studies the compass, unsure.
 

TAMMY TAURUS
(to Candy)

If I can do it, you can too.
 

ARIANA ARIES
Totes. We’re gonna have so much 
fun together!

 
Tammy, Ariana, and Sunny nod with encouragement.
 
Candy takes a deep breath and clicks her compass. A silver GLOW 
ring emanates. Her eyes flicker with a wave of water. 
 

CANDY CANCER
I’m Cancer, and I have all the 
feels.
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The wave of water in Candy’s eyes crescendos and spills out.  
Tears stream down her face. Candy throws her head in her hands 
and sobs.
 

TAMMY TAURUS
Hey, are you okay?

 
ARIANA ARIES 

What’s wrong?
 

MISS SUNNY
The fight for balance is never an 
easy one. 

 
Sunny comforts Candy.
 

MISS SUNNY
(to Candy)

My dear, you are ruled by the 
moon, and we are up against dark 
lunar forces. You remember, don’t 
you?

 
Candy nods and wipes her tears. 
 

MISS SUNNY
You are a key to the cosmos, one 
Lilith will no doubt try to take.  
You must choose, Cancer. Can you 
control your emotions and hydrate 
our team? Or will you crawl into 
your shell and allow the dark moon 
to take over?

 
Candy struggles to take this all in. 
 
Ariana slides her arm around Candy.
 

ARIANA ARIES
As President of the Astrology 
club, I vote you join the team. 
I’ve seen this moon chick, and 
it’s not a good look.

 
TAMMY TAURUS

Yeah and if you join, maybe I can 
stay down here more. This 
clubhouse could use some warming 
up. 

 
Tammy touches the wall and flowers magically sprout. 
 

CANDY CANCER
How’d you do that? 

 (MORE)
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CANDY CANCER (CONT’D)
What do you mean by down here? 
Where did you just come from?

 
ARIANA ARIES

Plus, FOMO! How could you not join 
us?

 
CANDY CANCER

Can I start on a trial basis or 
something?

 
ARIANA ARIES

As President --
 

MISS SUNNY
Ahem.

 
ARIANA ARIES

(to Miss Sunny)
For what it’s worth, I vote yes.

 
Sunny smiles and nods. 
 

TAMMY TAURUS
(to Candy)

We’re gonna be best friends, I 
just know it!

 
Tammy hugs Candy. Candy is a little taken aback at first, but 
then welcomes the affection.
 

MISS SUNNY
Astrologals, take your places.

 
Ariana, Tammy, and Candy sit. Sunny stands in the middle of the 
zodiac dial. Colored GLOW rings emanate from them all.
 

MISS SUNNY
Welcome to the Astrology Club.

 

      THE END
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